Orion Robot Kit Assembly
By Bridgeway Technologies
BridgewayTech.org

Congratulations on purchasing our Orion Robot Kit, based on the Arduino
microcontroller. You have started an exciting and fun adventure into the world of
robotics. The skills and understanding you will have building and programming
this kit is the basis of all robotics, covering science, technology, engineering, art
and math (STEAM/STEM) subjects in a fun way.
You will need a Windows PC, Mac, or LINUX computer, with a USB port to
program your robot. This is the preferred method and the one covered in these
instructions.
It is possible to use the Google/Asus Nexus 7 tablet with Arduino with a
special cable and App. If you want try this see the link Below for details:
https://learn.adafruit.com/programming-arduino-with-android-and-windowstablets/android-tablets
This kit is recommended for ages 7 and up. This is just a suggestion, younger
people can use this kit with adult help. This kit is also great for seniors looking to
stimulate their minds in a fun way.
The robot is designed and tested in the U.S.A. by our highly experienced
electrical/computer engineer. We use generic parts for their low cost, wide
availability and popularity in use, so you can reuse them on your next project.
The robot and these assembly instructions have been reviewed and tested but if
you find an error or have comments for improvement, please contact us on
BridgewayTech.org/Contact Us.
This is a view of all the parts that come with the kit. To build it, all you really need
is a small, Philips screwdriver but having tweezers or long nose pliers would be
helpful but not essential. No soldering is required.

Assembly Tips:
It is best to assemble kits on a flat surface, like a table so if you drop a small part
you will be able to easily find it.
Take breaks or even continue the assembly the next day. Don’t work tired or you
will make mistakes and just get frustrated. Keep the assembly fun.
Note: You will have a lot of extra parts like after finishing this kit so don’t worry,
you didn't do anything wrong.

Chassis Preparation
This is the plastic chassis covered in a protective paper

Some kits may have a cellophane cover. Remove the protective backing of the
plastic chassis to reveal a clear plastic. If the protective backing is paper start by
peeling the paper from the edge. As shown below:

Remove the paper from both sides

Main Wheel Assembly

This image shows the two main wheels, attached to the DC motors, mounted on
the clear chassis, prepared earlier.
The steps to get this done is described below:
These are the parts needed to mount one wheel.

To mount the first wheel, you will need two long screws (1 ½ inches, 3 cm), two
nuts, two plastic mounts, a wheel calibrator (small plastic wheel - optional),
the motor and a small Philips screwdriver. Remove the protective paper from
the two plastic mounts.
Position the plastic mounts as shown, in the middle of the chassis. There is a
small slot on the outside for one of the mounts. You can put a piece of tape to
temporarily hold it place.
Below is the view of the parts before the protective film was peeled off, making it
easier to see the parts. The mounts are seen on the bottom right side of the
image.
One mount is pushed in through a small vertical slot under the star like opening
and the other mount is placed on the outside of the chassis.

This image shows how the mounts are positioned. Again the protective paper was left on
for easier viewing but it is easier to remove the protective paper first than try to do so
after it is assembled.

This image shows the motor mounts with the protective cover removed.

Hold the motor between these mounts and push two large screws through motor mounts
and the holes on the side of the motor, secure with small nuts, to get the setup pictured
below.
Note the orientation of the motor. The yellow plastic part faces the front of the chassis
and the wires point toward the middle of the chassis, not the outside edge.
The head of the screw should be facing outside the chassis and the nut should be on the
inside, so that they won’t interfere with the wheel movement.
There is one screw on the top and one through the bottom of the motor. Note that the
yellow plastic motor case is facing the front of the chassis as shown in the next image.
If you have trouble keeping the two mounts in place use tape to temporarily keep them in
position.

Tightened the screws by loosely tightening one screw, than the other so, keeping in mind
not to over tightening to avoid cracking the plastic.
Repeat the process on the other side to complete mounting the motors, shown here.

Attach the wheel to the motor shaft pointing toward the outside of the chassis, as shown
in the image above, fitting the rectangular shaped motor shaft into the rectangular shaped
wheel hole. Push the wheel in but not too far so it can spin without touching the chassis.
If it is pushed to far in, carefully push it out a little.
Optional: Calibration Wheel
Push in the smaller, calibration wheel on the other side of the motor shaft. If it doesn’t go
in, try flipping it over and try again. It is just decorative in this kit so you can leave it out
if you want.

Castor Wheel Assembly
These are the parts needed to install the caster wheel to the chassis.

Pictured above are the castor wheel, 4 metal posts (1/2 inch, 1.27 cm) and 8
small screws (1/4 inch, 0.64 cm)
First align the castor wheel holes with the chassis holes as shown below.

Remove the castor wheel and screw in the 4 metal posts where the holes
aligned. The posts are on the same side as the motors as shown below.

Then attach the castor wheel on top of the posts with the remaining 4 screws.

Congratulations! You finished attaching the robot car wheels.
Servo Motor Assembly
These are the parts needed to mount the servomotor

Shown above is the servo motor, 2 thin screws (1/2 inch, 1.27cm), 2 small nuts.
Install the servo motor from the bottom, front of the chassis, through the small
rectangular cut out as shown below.
Note the position of the servo wire on the right side of the servo from the bottom
view.

In these images the motor controller, L298N is shown but this will be installed
later.

Push in the thin screws in this position, turn the chassis over and twist in the nuts
on the top side as seen below.

Ultrasonic Sensor Mount Assembly
Find the plastic servo motor arm and the small screw that is in the servo motor
package as shown below:

Attach the servo motor arm to the servo motor by positioning the center socket
portion on top of the servo motor and secure with the small screw. Your servo
motor will now look like this:

These are the parts needed for the ultrasonic sensor mount.

The image shows the ultrasonic sensor mount, the ultrasonic sensor, two small
nuts, two machine screws, 3/8" (.95 cm). These screws are small and pointed so
they can screw into the plastic server motor arm in the next step.
Mount the ultrasonic sensor mount on the servo motor arm with the two screws,
and the two small nuts. Push and screw in the screws, through the nuts, through
the elongated slot on the ultrasonic sensor mount as shown in the image below.

Make a Robot Face (optional)
Let’s take a break from engineering and have fun making a robot face. You can
do this step anytime if you prefer but since the ultrasound sensor is not installed
yet, now is a good time to do this.
You can make a face that looks like an animal, people, alien or anything you
want. All you need is the outline of the face. It will attach to the ultrasonic sensor.
Practice on a piece of paper first than draw it on the small foam sheet provided.
The provided foam sheet is available in hobby and craft stores.
Position the ultrasonic sensor on the foam piece as shown and trace around the
ultrasonic sensor round, metal parts touching the foam sheet:

Draw your face image and carefully cut out the circles and then the outline of the face.
You can then easily slip the “face” you made over the ultrasonic sensor, positioning the
sensor with its connector on top.
Here are some examples of other
faces you can make. You can
even glue added foam parts and
make the face more complex,
like the bird like one shown.

Now you can attach the ultrasound sensor.
With the connector pointing up, gently push in the ultrasonic senor, the shiny
metal cylindrical piece that looks like “eyes”, into the sensor mount. Gently,
pushing each cylindrical part into the sensor mount, a little at a time until it is all
the way in.
Your completed assembly will look like the image below:

Motor Controller
These are the parts needed to mount the motor controller

Only two screws are needed to attach the motor controller assembly, L298N to
the chassis.
First attach the stand offs (1 inch or 2 ½ cm) to the motor controller with the 4
nuts as shown below:

Position this the motor controller assembly about 1 inch (2.54 cm), behind the
servo motor on the chassis. The servo motor needs enough room to rotate. Find
two holes on the chassis where the stand offs align and use the screws to attach
it. Below is the bottom view of the two screws we used to secure the mount, on
the left side motor. There were no other holes lining up with the mount but two is
enough. Screw in the screws lightly first, then tighten when they are both in
position.

Above image is a top view of the motor controller. Ignore the wiring for now, we
will cover that later.

Arduino Uno Board and Sensor Interface Board
Identify the Arduino Uno microcontroller board and the Sensor Shield board.
Both are labeled so they are easy to identify. See the image below:

In the image above, the Uno board is on the left and the Sensor Shield is on the
right.
Carefully place the Sensor Interface Board on top of the Arduino Uno board
making sure all the pins of the Sensor Interface Board go into the Arduino Uno
connector and is positioned as shown
Line up the Sensor Shield pins on the Uno board connector as shown below:

In the image above, all the pins are partially in the Uno connector. Also notice
that the Sensor Shield board is flush with the Uno board on the bottom of the
image.
Once the pins are aligned, push the Sensor Shield pins completely in the Uno
board connector.

Mount this assembly, with the Uno board on the chassis using the mounting tape
provided, mounting it next to the Motor Controller

Battery Holder
Also mount the battery holder with the remaining mounting tape, fold one or two
pieces in half so it is thick enough to clear the screws already on the chassis.
Place it next to the Uno, Sensor Shield assembly mounted in the previous step.
Part of the battery holder will go over the edge of the chassis.
Congratulations! Great job! You have now completed installing all the
components of the robot kit. You kit will look like this image:

The above photo shows what your assembly should now look like. Wires will be
connected next.
You will have a power switch left over. This is not installed now to simplify the
assembly and for a more trouble free running of the robot. Once you have the
robot kit running, you can add the switch if you prefer, knowing the wiring is
correct.
You can also use a 9V battery instead of the 6AA batteries, however you will
need to get an inexpensive, 9V battery connector for Arduino.
Rechargeable batteries are recommended if you continue to do projects with
Arduino since this will save you money in the long run. Using a 9V rechargeable
batter is popular since it meets most power requirements and takes up space
than 6AA batteries.

Note: Do not put in the batteries yet, connecting and disconnection electronic
devices with the power on can damage them. Also, we don’t want the wheels to
spin while be are programming the robot so that it stays in place.

First connect the two DC motors to the motor controller, L298N as shown above.
Note the placement of the red and black wires.
On the L298N controller there are two blue terminal blocks on the left and right
side for the right and left motors. Using a small Philips screwdriver open the
screws on the terminals by turning them counter-clockwise (to the left).
Push a wire from the motor through any whole in the chassis, for example the
star shaped slot can be used. Then push the motor wire into the small slot that
opened when the terminal screw was loosened and tighten the screw, clockwise
(right) to secure the wire. Do not over tighten. If you very lightly pull on the wire it
should not come out.
Repeat this process the other there motor wires.
This is an image of the final assembly to show how the wires are routed through
the chassis.

Motor Controller To Arduino Sensor Shield

Connect the black and red wires from the battery compartment to the L298N
motor controller as shown in the diagram. Loosen the screw first if necessary, the
red is the power in (9V) and the black wire goes to the "ground" (gnd).
Also connect the battery compartment barrel connector to the Arduino board,
also shown in the diagram, on the right side.
Toward the middle, bottom of the motor controller are several small terminals.
There should a very small back plastic connector on either side of 4 pins, as
shown connected to 4 wires going to the Arduino Sensor Shield which is shown
upside down, as mounted on the chassis.
Connect the wires, provided, color doesn’t matter, in the order shown to pins 4, 5,
6, 7, “S” position. The “S” stands for signal so the wires need to go there. The “V"
stands for voltage and “G" stands for ground. The digital pins on the Sensor
Shield are numbered from 0 to 11 and they connect directly to the corresponding
Arduino digital pins.
The Arduino will control the DC motors by sending various signals to the L298N
motor controller through these 4 pins.

Do not install the batteries until after the robot has been programmed to help
prevent damaging the electronics.

Servo Motor Connections

The servo motor (image above) is the small, blue box on the front of the robot
chassis. Push the connector through the bottom to the top of the chassis. The
connector has 3 connections:
1. Signal - orange wire (S)
2. Power – red wire (V)
3. Ground – brown wire (G)
The orange, signal wire has to go on pin 11, since the Arduino “sketch”
(program) is setup to use it for the servo motor control.
The other two pins is placed above pin 11, with the red wire on “V”, power
and the brown wire to “G” ground pin.

Align the orange wire with pin 11 and the connector will properly bring in the
other two connections.

The image above shows the Ultrasonic Sensor connections.
The Ultrasonic Sensor, HSR-04, (looks like two metal eyes), has four
connections labeled below the metal pins:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vcc (red)– Power, “V” Sensor Shield to pin 8.
Trig (yellow)– Trigger goes to pin 8, “S” Sensor Shield
Echo (Grey) – goes to Arduino pin 9, “S” Sensor Shield
Gnd (Black) – Ground, pin “G” Sensor Shield

The wire colors, use in the diagram, are probably not the same as those in your
kit. Color doesn’t matter, what is important is the position. Spread the wires a
little more by pulling them apart to make it easier to install.

The “Vcc" (power) connection goes to the pin marked “V”, pin 8 on the Sensor
Shield.
The “GND” connection goes to a pin marked “G” pin 9 on the Sensor Shield.
It doesn’t matter what number on the Sensor Shield it is on for the Vcc and GND
connections.
“Trig" goes to pin 8, “S” on the Sensor Shield which connects to the Arduino
digital pin 8. Similarly, the "Echo" goes to pin 9, “S” on the Sensor Shield.

The image above shows the connection for the mini speaker used in the Intruder
Detector sketch. One end of the speaker is connected to pin 3, “S” as shown and
the other speaker connector is connected to electrical ground (gnd), “G”, pin 3 or
similar.
The robot car wiring should now look similar to the image below.

Woo Whoo ! You have competed assembling your Orion Robot Car Kit.
Note: You will have a few parts left over especially screws and metal stand offs.

Arduino Web Tools & Sketch Run
Let’s load and run a sketch (program) to our robotic robot car and see if it works.
The easiest way to do this is to use the Arduino online tools. In your web browser
window enter “Arduino.cc”, this will take you to the Arduino home page.

Select the “SOFTWARE" tab, selecting “ONLINE TOOLS".
You will then see the page below:

Select “Arduino Web Editor" and “Create A New Account”.

Once you create an account you will get the following window view when you go
to the Arduino Web Editor.

Go to our web site, BridgewayTech.org, “Our Robot Kit” and download the
“sketch”, “Intruder Detector Generic”. Copy the contents and paste it into a text
editor like, Windows Notepad. Do not use Windows Word or similar word
processor because those type of applications add hidden formatting characters
that will make the sketch fail.
Save the copied file the folder of your choice, for example, your “Document”
folder with the extension “ico”. For example same the
“IntruderDetectorGenericMSS” file as “IntruderDetectorGenericMSS.ico”
Select the “Import” button, the up arrow on the left side of the Arduino Web Editor
to import the file. To do this press the up arrow icon on the left and you will get a
search window so you can go to the folder you saved the file, in our example in
the “Documents” folder, “IntruderDetectorGenericMSS.ico” file.

Sketch Descriptions
IntruderDetectorGeneric – This sketch detects when someone moves in front of
the robot and then beeps and does a little “dance”.
WanderingRobotL298MSS – Wanders the room avoiding objects in front of it.

Now connect the blue USB cable that came with the kit to the Arduino board and
your computer's USB port. You should see a red light on the Arduino and Sensor
Shield boards. The connection on the robot car is shown below:

Note: Do not connect all the batteries while you are downloading the sketch to
the robot.

The wheels may spin as soon as the sketch is uploaded if the batteries are
connected so its better to keep them out until you are ready to run the robot.
Once you connect the blue USB cable to computer and the robotic car,
select the down arrow next to the board name on the right section. Select the
Arduino Uno board and the active port.
Then press the “right arrow” to check, compile and upload the sketch to the robot
car. You will get a status window showing the progress.
Disconnect the blue USB cable from the robot car and add the batteries so they
can power the wheels. If you wave you hand in front of the robot car it will sound
the buzzer and do a little “dance".
If everything works then you use the semi-opaque wire wrap to keep some wires
in place. Wrap it around the wires coming from the ultrasonic sensor and servo
motor. Push any wires away from the wheels.
Tip: Start off with new, fresh batteries. Weak batteries can give you weird
behavior and is very difficult to troubleshoot.

Congratulations! You successfully built and
programmed your robot !

Helpful References and Project Ideas:
1. BlueTooth Control: Fun and relatively easy to add, Bluetooth capability will allow you to control your robot car with a mobile phone. Details on
BridgewayTech.org
2. BridgewayTech.org – Arduino sketches for this kit, support Forum, Art &
Tech, Robotics, etc.
3. Our “Fun Robotics Arduino Raspberry Pi & Artificial Intelligence”
eBook
4. Arduino.cc – Official Arduino website with lots of useful information and
tools.
5. Instructables.com – Many interesting Arduino projects are found here
with details on how to build them.

To learn more about robotics, electricity, programming, etc. read our eBook, “Fun
Robotics Arduino Raspberry Pi & Artificial Intelligence” found in
BridgewayTech.org. It comes with your robotic kit purchase making this kit an
even better value!
Troubleshooting Common Problems
1. Red lights on but motors don’t move.
Solution: Batteries very week or motor controller wiring problem - recheck
wiring. Also make sure the battery terminals touch the metal contacts of
the battery holder.
2. No red lights on, nothing happening.
Solution: Batteries not connected to Arduino or Batteries “dead”
Try fresh battery and make sure the battery terminals touch the
metal contacts of battery holder.
3. Robot won’t go straight even if path is clear.
Solution: Wiring problem - check the motor controller wiring
4. Robot does not “look” to the right or left
Solution: Servo motor not connected properly. Check that it is properly
connected.
Solution: Servo motor not connected properly, check the connection to the
Sensor Shield board.
5. Buzzer not sounding
Solution: Buzzer wiring issue, check the wiring
6. Robot red lights on, does not move and batteries getting very hot
Solution: Short circuit in the power supply. Remove the batteries
immediately and check the wiring.
Problem not listed? Go to our website, BridgewayTech.org and look for a
similar problem in the Forum or post your problem for a solution.
Bridgeway Technology is our non-profit for promoting fun use of technology.
Bridgeway Associates (BridgewayAssoc.com) is our for profit sister company for
the sale of the kit and provider of various IT and business services.

